
The Triangle Family:

Take all the triangles out of the bag. Remind your child of times they have encountered this shape before and 
discuss the key features, for example how all triangles have three straight sides.

Put all the triangles on an A2 sheet of paper, and draw a large circle around them. Tell your child: This circle is 
the home for all the triangles. Place a triangle symbol card inside the circle, and explain: This symbol shows 
everyone that all the triangles live here, because they are all in the triangle family.

Ask your child: Are all the triangles exactly the same? Agree that they are not identical as some are red and some 
are blue. Can you help me divide the triangles into two groups? Move the triangles as required to form two new 
distinct groups (subgroups) within the original circle. Draw smaller circles around each of the subgroups.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

 Sets of triangles, squares
and circles with 10 shapes
in each set  – 5 red and 5
blue

 Symbol Cards for triangles,
circles and squares, plus
red and blue

 The Grouping Guides

 2 sheets of A2 paper

 A small bag to put each set
of shapes in – put the
printed shapes in their
bags before starting

10–15 minutes

CAN YOU HELP THE GROUPING GUIDES?

To master using Grouping Circles to create visual models of non-intersecting categories
To practise classifying and categorising objects systematically – identifying and assigning 
a name to a set of objects or events that share common characteristics
To help children visualise the idea that sets can be divided into subsets
To develop the ability to recognise members of a subset by their additional attribute 
To introduce a procedure for classifying objects by two attributes
To develop symbolic literacy – code and decode visual models
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Your child can tell the Grouping Guides that all the triangles live in the big circle marked with a 
triangle Symbol Card and help them put the coloured triangles into the right places. 
Your child can place coloured shapes in the correct circles according to the Symbol Cards. 
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Help your child to consolidate their understanding of what they can now see by asking questions: Which triangles are in one group? (The red ones.) 
and which are in the other? (The blue ones.)

Remind them that you used a triangle symbol to show that all the triangles live in the large circle. Ask them: Can you think of a way to show everyone 
which triangles live in this small circle? (Point to either the red or the blue subset.) Agree that they could mark the circle containing red triangles with 
a red Symbol Card, and the circle containing blue triangles with a blue Symbol Card. Give them these Symbol Cards to put in place.

Then tell your child: All the shapes are very tired and need a rest. Take them out of the circle and put them in a bag. Explain: All the shapes have gone, 
but their mark has been left behind. It shows us where to put them next time they come out to play.

Help the Grouping Guides!

Introduce the Grouping Guides and then explain: When the triangles come out, it is the Grouping Guides’ job to help them find where they live. Today 
it is their first day on the job and they are not sure what to do. Can you help them?

Get the triangles out of the bag again. If your child helps the Grouping Guides by pointing and saying something along the lines of, ‘Put this here’, then 
put on a voice to have the Grouping Guides ask, ‘How do you know?’ If your child has difficulty explaining, use questions to prompt them: What can 
you see that will help the Grouping Guides do their job? If necessary, or for reinforcement, model the explanation: The triangle symbol shows us where 
all of the triangles live; the triangles are not all exactly the same; the red symbol shows the red triangles where to go, the blue symbol shows the blue 
ones.

Now have the Grouping Guides tell you where to put each triangle. Ask your child to watch in case the Guides make a mistake. Make some deliberate 
mistakes for your child to correct.

Shape Sort, Colour Sort:

Now get out the circles and squares. Set up two big Grouping Circles and mark each with the relevant shape 
Symbol Card. Place two small Grouping Circles inside each big Grouping Circle. Mark each small Grouping Circle 
with a colour Symbol Card.

Ask your child to help the shapes find their places. The symbol cards should prompt them to sort the shapes 
correctly.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

CAN YOU HELP THE GROUPING GUIDES? – continued 
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When they have sorted all the shapes, say: The shapes are very pleased because they are in the right places! All the circles are together in one set –
they are all in the same big circle, and all the squares are in another set – they are in the other big circle. All the red squares are together in their small 
circle, all the blue squares are together in their small circle, so all the red circles are together and all the blue circles are together!

Colour Sort, Shape Sort:

Now reverse the game. Take all the shapes and Symbol Cards out of the circles. Put the shapes back in their bags explaining that they need to rest 
again. Ask your child to turn around and ‘hide their eyes’ so they cannot watch what you do next. Place a red Symbol Card in one of the large 
Grouping Circles, and a blue Symbol Card in the other one. Mark the small Grouping Circles with circle or square Symbol Cards.

Ask your child to turn round, and tell them: The shapes have rested and are ready to come out again. Can you help the shapes find their places? Do 
not draw attention to the changes. Observe your child to see whether or not they can work out how to sort the shapes now that you have exchanged 
the positions of the Symbol Cards.

If they have difficulties with this, prompt them. Point to the Grouping Circle marked by the red Symbol Card. Tell them that this Symbol Card tells us 
that all the red shapes go in there. Point to the square Symbol Card in one of the smaller circles inside this big one and ask which shapes go there 
(red squares). Point to the circle Symbol Card in the other smaller circle inside this big one and ask which shapes go there (red circles). If necessary, 
repeat the explanation for the shapes that go inside the blue circle. Provide as much help as they need to place each shape in the appropriate small 
circle.

CAN YOU HELP THE GROUPING GUIDES? – continued 
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Cut out each Shape Card separately.
You could use 5 blue and 5 red counters instead of these circles, if you have them, to reduce the amount of cutting out needed.
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Cut out each Symbol Card separately.
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Cut out the Grouping Guides together.
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